Who will
be top first
season sire
in 2013?

Ostend - racing again
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Did you
know?
The great Seattle Slew,
winner of the 1977
American Triple Crown, is
closely related to our own
Celestial Bay - being the sire
of her dad Septieme Ciel.

Ostend invites British runners
Mastercraftsman - made a good start

Picking winners in the early
2-year-old maidens can
sometimes be made simpler
by identifying the most likely
freshman stallions. In 2013
Coolmore’s Mastercraftsman
is most expert’s idea of the
likely champion. A lengthy
grey by Danehill Dancer,
Mastercraftsman was off the
mark with his very first
runner. Others expected to
achieve great things are
Bushranger, Intense Focus,
Myboycharlie and Sea The
Stars - although the latter’s
progency are likely to
improve with age rather than
being sharp early types. But
last season Sixties Icon - at a
bargain basement fee confounded all the expert
pundits who predicted that,
as a St Leger winner, he
would only produce jumpers
and stayers. But his success
with 2-year-olds means that
his fee has more than trebled
in 2013!
Myboycharlie looks sure to
get some speedy types, but
probably through the sheer
volume of numbers of foals,
(146) Mastercraftsman has a
more than fair likelihood of
topping the table by the end
of the season.

The option of Belgium as an
alternative to France for British
trainers seeking more running
opportunities, and a slice of
adventure to boot, has recently
increased by 100%, with the
country now able to boast two
fully functioning racecourses.
Belgium has been a happy
hunting ground for Homebred
Racing in the past with Real
Madrid being a regular winner
there for Gerry Enright.
Ostend swung back into
action on June 25, having not
staged racing for nearly four
years, joining Mons-Ghlin in
offering a venue quicker to
reach for trainers in the south-

Real Madrid wins the Prix Caroline by 6 lengths
at Sterrebeek

The thoroughbred events
will take place on a flat
right-handed turf course.
The course is heavily
dependent on sponsorship
and, at the time of writing,
precise levels of prize-money
had been announced only for
the first two fixtures. On
opening night, first prizes
ranged from €3,000 down to
half that amount.
The feature race of the
season remains the Prix Prince
Rose. Formerly known as the
Grand Prix International
d’Ostende and boasting
£25,000 in prize-money fully
80 years ago, it will be much
less valuable this time around
on July 23, and it is now a ten
and a half furlong handicap.
Despite the lack of lucre on
offer, British owners would be
assured of a memorable day
out at a famous beach resort,
and Marcel de Bruyne,
Director of the Belgian Jockey
Club, is keen to welcome
British visitors.
“Ostend is less than 60 miles
from Calais and so, using the
Channel Tunnel, is under two
hours from Folkestone,” he
enthused!

Drop in British foal crop figures

Did you
know?
Dan Skelton, long standing
assistant to trainer Paul
Nicholls plans to set up as a
trainer in Warwickshire.

east of England than tracks in
the north of the country.
Constructed in 1883 at a
superb seaside location with a
grandstand that backs onto
the beach, Ostend has been
dormant since September
2008, but race conditions
were recently published for
an 11-week summer season
of evening meetings, with –
the last week in August apart
– racing taking place every
Monday up to and including
September 3.
The meetings will be shared
with harness racing, usually
with four contests per night
for each code.

Celestial Bay - 5 days old!

The British foal crop declined
for the fourth year in a row
in 2012. Figures released
show Britain’s lowest foal
crop in the last two decades 4,366 registered to the end
of 2012. These figures were
mirrored by a reduction in
the number of active
broodmares, numbering
8,766 in 2012 compared to

9,317 in 2011 - a drop of 6%.
This was almost equalled by
the fall in new broodmare
registrations, down 5% to
1,173, from 1,235 in 2011.
Following the 21% drop in
new broodmare registrations
between 2009 and 2010,
figures have gradually risen
from 1,486 in 2011 to 1,634
in 2012.

Countdown to the racecourse
After a couple of minor
setbacks that prevented
Celestial Bay making her
racecourse debut last year, our
Septieme Ciel filly ‘Sky’ is now
on the countdown to her first
run. Sylvester had her ready to
run at the end of last season in fact she was a declared
runner in a 7 furlong maiden but a very slight suspicion of
sore shins meant that we
decided not to run her. Very
soon afterwards she was
suffering from a snotty nose
which then seemed to develop
into a more deep seated lung
infection. Happily, the most
recent scopes show that Sky is
now over her bug and Sylvester
has been able to step her up to
faster work in preparation for
a run. Sylvester says “I know
the original plan was to
perhaps start her off in a
bumper - but I think she’s a lot
better than that - and if she’s
as good on the racetrack as she
looks at home, you’ve got a
very nice filly!” It seems likely
that distances of up to a mile
will suit and we look forward
to Sky setting foot on a
racecourse for the first time in
the coming weeks. There are
still a few shares left - so
please call or email if you’re
interested.

Homebred horses enjoying the green green
grass of spring

Tracks generate £45 million

Racecourses are making money

Racecourse Media Group
(RMG), which negotiates
media rights deals on behalf
of 34 British racecourses, has
revealed that more than £45
million was generated in
licence fees from its tracks in
the past year.
With Exeter, Perth, Kelso
added to the RMG portfolio
and Ascot coming on board
next year, it is forecast that
the figure will rise to around
£60m in 2013, when total
media rights revenue will hit
£84m, according to the
Racecourse Association.
The increased figure is due to
a significant step up in the

fees that bookmakers will pay
for Turf TV, the betting shop
picture and data service, which
is a joint venture between 34
racecourses and financial
partner, Timeweave.
William Hill, Ladbrokes and
Coral have all extended their
Turf TV deals and RMG
Chairman Simon Ellen believes
this is good news for the entire
racing industry.
Ellen says: “We need a healthy
bookmaking industry because
they pay our bills. Racehorse
owners and breeders need
healthy racecourses because
they are the platform on which
their horses run.

The three groups need to
ameliorate each other’s
position”.
RMG came into being
following the creation of
Racing UK and is owned by
the racecourses, acting as a
holding company for their
collective media rights; 100%
of the revenue generated is
then passed back to the
racecourses.
The racecourses have been
strongly criticised for not
putting enough of their
increased media rights
revenue into prize-money.

Snapshot

Snapshot
Looking
forward to
lazy days
of summer

Make A Fuss has done well
and grown up in every
respect for her time off.

What a winter that was West Wales resembled the
Atlas Mountains with
bare earth and parched
grass in April!

In the paddock at Towcester

Our winning filly Delagoa
Bay continues to enjoy her
break from racing and will be
allowed to enjoy the spring
grass (when it eventually
arrives) and also some sun on
her back before she goes
back into training. Given our
very late spring this is likely
to mean an autumn
campaign for her when we
hope she'll pick up the
winning thread again.
Amazingly horses that
finished a distance behind
her have since
won...including Goodlukin
Lucy who was beaten no less
than 102 lengths!

Owner’s
lunch
We’ll soon be writing to
everyone with suggested
dates for our annual owner’s
lunch at the Homebred Stud
in West Wales. It’s an informal
get together and a chance to
all meet up and see the
horses at home - including
those taking a break from
racing or now retired.
More news soon!

Did you
know?
Great Leighs, the allweather Essex track which
opened and closed in 2008,
may reopen in 2014.

Racing at the Cheltenham Festival

Realising racing’s potential
When runners for the first race
at the Cheltenham Festival
jump from the starting tape to
the now traditional roar of the
crowd, it will mark the start of
one of the greatest festivals in
the world. It will be a happy
reminder that horseracing at
its highest level continues to
have a fantastic draw on the
public consciousness.
It will also remind us there is a
balance to be struck between
the tradition of British
horseracing and the need to
innovate so that our sport
continues to thrive in the
modern world.
Racing is no different from any
other sporting activity in that it
lives or dies on the basis of the
best it can offer. However
ingenious the marketing, it is
to no avail unless public

imagination is captured by
great performers and great
events. This is not to diminish
the everyday fare of
horseracing - which in its way
is every bit as important as
top-class racing - but it is
forever dependent upon the
cream of the product to create
an access route into the sport
for the many.
The racing calendar which
continues to be riddled with
anomalies must create
confusion among any new
entrants to the sport.
The beginning and end of the
jumps season has lost its
structure with the nonsense of
ending the official jumps
season on what is now a halfdecent mixed card at Sandown
in April, only for the new
season to kick off the

following day, while it is
surely self-evident that
making Grand National day
the final afternoon of the
jumps season would provide
the best finale of all.
All-weather racing has blurred
the demarcation lines of jockey
and trainer Flat championships.
This is a confusion that could
so easily be sorted out by
simply separating all-weather
and Flat turf races for the
purposes of seasonal
championships.
The start of the Flat turf
season needs to tell the
world that something special
is happening.
Has anyone not thought of an
effective way of making Easter,
with its prolonged public
holiday, the vehicle for a great
new racing festival?

Sultana is
current
champion!

The Mediterranean
archipelago of Malta is one of
the farthest-flung outposts of
European racing.
A former British colony, its
racecourse, Marsa, on the
outskirts of the capital Valletta,
was inaugurated in 1869.
Trotting has overtaken Flat
racing as the nation’s most
popular equine sport. With
this in mind, Marsa was
reconstructed in 1981 as
a five-furlong round dirt
trotting track with a 2,000
capacity grandstand but
without the addition of a
running rail.
So disqualifications for failing
to keep straight are quite
common in the 25 or so annual
Flat races. These are scheduled
twice per month in the midst
of trotting cards.
Prize-money is minuscule, as
little as €800 for the winner of
the Mediterranean Derby.

“In Malta we race for the
prestige, not the money,”
asserts three-time Maltese
champion jockey Michael
Sultana.
“The Flat horses here are more
like family pets and when they
win it is something to be
congratulated upon - the
celebrations last for a week!”
Many of these ‘family pets’
began their racing lives some
1,300 miles away in Britain.
The recent Coronation Cup
was Cheeky Jack an AP Indy
gelding who started to
sparkle in three 2007 starts
for Brian Meehan. A year
before the Coronation Cup it
went the way of Fyelehk, a
son of Kheleyf who won four
times over six furlongs for
Rod Millman in 2009.
There’s also Uncle Bertie, who
was qualified having been
beaten a head in the 2011
renewal of the Mediterranean
Derby. He won a
Wolverhampton maiden for
Nicky Vaughan little more
than two years earlier.
Sultana, who suffered that
Derby heartache aboard
Uncle Bertie and rode Fyelehk
throughout his career on the
islands, is becoming
something of a trailblazer for
Maltese racing.
The 25-year-old is the first
Maltese jockey to turn
professional and has made
national headlines with his
exploits on foreign shores.
In 2011 he rode two winners
in Kuwait, seven winners in
Belgium and one in Germany.

Polarity makes
jumping debut
Polarity at last made her long
overdue debut over jumps in
a mares only novice hurdle at
Towcester on 23rd April. It
was a satisfactory, rather
than spectacular, first
attempt over obstacles and
Sam jumped soundly to finish
just under 10 lengths behind
the winner. Unfortunately
her rider, Gavin Sheehan,
failed to ride to Gerry’s
orders which were to have
her up with the pace all the
way. Instead Sam was held
up at the back of the field
and ultimately finished the
same distance behind the
winner as she’d been in the
early stages! On dismounting
her rider said “She’s run well
and will probably stay
further - but I’ve just given
her a very easy time!”
Needless to say Gerry was

less than pleased, but most
importantly Sam enjoyed a
good experience and will get
quicker at her hurdles which
she jumped without
semblance of any mistake.
Towcester was a good
introduction on a lovely, big
galloping track which is
excellent for viewing - and
well worth a visit.

Towcester racecourse

Now that the ground is
drying up we’ll give Sam
another run in the coming
weeks - when hopefully she’ll
finish a little closer!

Did you
know?
Sam after her debut run

Bookmakers William Hill
reported profits of £330
million in the last year.

